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The Macha Mission Hospital in Zambia has limited access to viral load monitoring for HIV treatment. Available methods are either slow and
non-quantitative, or else extremely expensive. Therefore the hospital is unable to provide the diagnoses and treatment their patients need.
→ We are developing a low-cost and point-of-care diagnostic system for the hospital that will quantitatively identify HIV viral load.
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Detector Development

An inexpensive, point-of-care device capable of identifying HIV and quantifying viral load
• Protein engineering isolates HIV clusters in a sample of blood, then our dynamic light scattering device detects HIV present

• Need to turn analog waveform into

•

Protein Engineering

digital photon count.

Dynamic Light Scattering

• Functions completely off of one 27V

HIV Detection

source
• Integrates external SiPM detector, am-

Circuit designed to output digital TTL pulse (right) from analog peak (left)
Left: Voltage peak from SiPM generated during dark count testing

Dynamic Light Scattering — A laser-based technique that detects and sizes nanoparticles (HIV clusters)

Intensity of Scattered Light vs. Time

Intensity (kHz)

(1)Laser beam projects onto nanoparticles
(2) Particles scatter light
(3) Optics and detector analyze scattered
light, which tells us the diameter of
scattering particles

DLS Concept
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Above: Dynamic light scattering concept. Laser projected into sample scatters off of nanoparticles,
which is detected with optics and a photon detector. Image courtesy of LSInstruments

Processed Signal

Below: Schematic of our functioning apparatus. He-Ne laser shines into a sample containing a solution of
nanoparticles. The scattered light is detected by a fiber optic and analyzed with FPGA

Our Apparatus

System Progress

Sample of
nanoparticles  Designed and built apparatus (left)

Scattered
light

Constructed a model that transforms raw signal
into a particle diameter (right)

1) Scattered light processed by detector





Photon detector
(fiber optic)

Above: Data processing within the detection system:
2) Analog signal processed into digital

Achieved system function


Sized 88nm and 510nm diameter beads



Sensitive to 4,500 particles/L

3) Timing of digital signals generates
correlation curve for particle sizing
Top: Raw signal of scattered light obtained from fiber optic cable
Bottom: Processed signal of scattered light: rate of curve’s decay
corresponds to the time a particle takes to diffuse over a distance.

Right: Model of fiber-to-detector connection housing

plifiers with signal processing circuit,
and connects to optics

